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i. Introduction 

It is wei I known i see, e. q. С1Л > that transition -from low to 

hit^h energies causes substantial changes in the structure and 

the number of nuclear -fragments created in hadron-nucieus ihA) and 

nuc1eus-nuc1eus (AA J i nteractions. At 1ow energies the evaporat1 on 

and -fission products o-f the nuclei, remained a-fter the cascade 

(•fast; stage of the nuclear reaction^ dominate among all the 

•fragments isee Fig. 1) . At high energies the multiple production o-f 

the fragments with the masses ot the order ot 10-20 a.e.m. occurs 

and the mass spectrum changes in the corresponding way iFig. l), 

l..e. nuclear multi-fragmentation takes place. Since it Is difficult 

to admit these fragments result from the evaporation and 

fission processes, an assumption has appeared C3J that in this case 

we deal with the liquid-to-gas phase transition with the consequent 

condensation of the nuclear gas to the droplets-fragments. This 

hypothesis arises from the form of the fragment mass spectrum of 

the i/til type CJ,4J which is consistent with the predictions ot 

liquid condensation theory C5J <ffv * s the mass of the fragment». 

However, finallty of the nucl eon number and the binding energg 

effects considerably distort this spectrum isee C3,4J>. Therefore, 

to test the hypothesis of this type, it Is necessary to consider 

the "phase transitions" in a system with the *ini te number of 

particle. This problems arise and are solved in Investigations of 

the processes united under the name "percolation" Lb]. Therefore it 

seem* natural to try to describe the nuclear multifragmentation 

process in terms of percolation. In particular, in paper C7J it is 
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supposed that in the course of interaction the nucleus Is heated 
and changes to the yase state» At the gas condensation simulated by 
percol at ion o-f -free positioned points r the observable fragments 
appear tappraach I/, in the series of papers C8J an approach which 
is Inverse, in a sence, was appLied: it is supposed that the 
nucieus is the cubic crystal 1ine structure whi cb is parti ally 
destroyed when heated (approach II). At present within the 
•framework of this approach a quite qood description of the set of 
the вхрепmental data is reached (see £Q,9J >. unfortunately, this 
agreement Is obtained by introducinq qui te arbi trary 
phenomenoloQical parameters and relationships. As a result, the 
predictive abi1i ty of this approach is decreased. Besides, within 
the framework of this approach it is impossible ta put a question 
about the percolati on structure of the "cold" nuclei (i.e. the 
structure of the nuclei in the ground statej, because the structure 
•f the crystalline type is postulated. At the same time this 
question Is qui te natural wi thin the framework of the first 
approach. Below isection 2) we consider one of the possible 
approaches to clearing up the percolation structure Df the "cold" 
nuclei and suggest a method of buildinq the nuclei as a united 
<bound) percolation cluster. A possible mechanism of destruction of 
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these clusters in nuclear reactions Is given in section 3. In 

the forth section the -fragment mass spectra лгв described taking 

into account evaporation of particles from the "hot" excited 

•fragments. 

2. Percolation of nuclei 

There are many methods of building ("assembling") percolation 

clusters (see refs. in C6J). For example, the -first nucleon can be 

placed into the origin of the coordinate frame. The second one, 

linked with it, can be placed at the distance % from the first 

nucleon with the probabilitg £(%) . The third one can be linked with 

the first or the second on» and placed at the distance t± or £2 

with the probabiiitg jf??*) or filzii etc. Unfortunately, we have not 

found the form of the function f (r; to obtain the density of the 

nucleons in the assembled с Iuster close to the known nuclear 

densltg. Therefore we follow С 103 and sample the nucleon 

coordinates for the nucleus with the mass number rt independently of 

one another in accordance with the distribution 

Then one should link the nucleons. Taking into account the short 

range of nuclear forces, we will assume that the occuring of the 

1inks between the с1oselg piaced nuc1eons is mare pref erab1e, 

1. е., the probabilitg p(tij) of the linking of two nucleons 1 and ) 

with the distance 2 (v between them is equal to 1 at 2*/"*" О and 0 

at 2^"^°°. In the papers C7,1(3J fi(^ij) was chosen In the form of 

& -function: 
1-е 

(21 

Generallg speaking, in this case the "cold" nucleus does not 

f i гы -
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represent a single percolation cluster. Besides there are no 

reasons for choosinq any definite value of t c (see Fig. 2aj . 

Takinq this into account we choose P(^-LJ) in the farm: 

p(tij) - &Xp(- tij/tc). <3> 
The percolation structure of the cold nucleus varies ion the 

average) depending on Zc . However, at 2 t** V ^ 1 • t fm all the 

nuclei эге represented by a set o+ 5-0 percolation clusters which 

Are not connected with one another (see Fig. 2b). Note, that the 

benaviaur of the curves in Fig. 2b allows an assumption that at 

Zc - 1.4 +m in the system o-f the infinite number of particles 

a single infinite connected percolation cluster is created. 

г , ('«о 
Fig. 2. The average number of the "fragments" of the "cold" 

nuclei as a function Df the parameter r c calculated using 

formulae (2) and i3> (Figs, a and b, respectively). The 

mass numbers of nuclei are gi ven in the f i gure. 
64 

In other words, we suppose that fcu = 1.4 fm is a c r i t i c a l 

value of the percol a t ion parameter. In the fo l l ow ing 

ca l cu la t i ons we used t h i s value. C e r t a i n l y , the fac t tha t our 

"co ld " nuclei do not represent a s ing i e percai atJ on c l u s t e r 
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is inconvenient. However, the analysis shows that these nuclei 

mainly consist of a big single connected cluster and 3-4 

unlinked nucleons isee, e.g Fig. 3>. This seems to be due to 

imperfection o-f the assembling method and the use of the 

noncorreiated distribution of il). Го qet rid of these 

"homeless" nucleons we connect them "by -force" to the nearest 

neighbours belonging to the connected cluster. Thus our cold 

nucleus is always a single connected cluster. 

Fig. 3, The nucleon distribution 
of the Cu "nucleus 
link number. 

over the N <U)'-X65 

rt few words about the internal structure of the clusters. In 
64 

Fig. 3 the nucleon distribution of the Cu nucleus over the 

coordination number Л£ li.e, the number of the neighbours linked 

with the considered nucleonJ is given. As seen, an the average 

there are about 3 nonllnked nucleons with ^£,=0 . The average number 

of links ^^У •= 3.56 . At <Л£> =2 the nucleus would look like a 

"crumpled" chain or a necklace. H the arbitrary vertex is removed 

this nucleus would decay into two fraqments. At К^сУ =3 various 

structures of nuclei are possible. The simplest one is the binary 

tree structure which usually decays into three fragment! of various 

I.e., the nucleus greatly differs from the crystal with the cubic 

lattice, where К ^ь) - 6. 



i engths when an4 vertex i s removeu. Adding 1 oops decreases the 

number of the produced fragments. When the peripheral nucleons are 

removed, the produced number ot fragments can be less than three 

too. Therefore, the percolation structure ot the cluster and its 

configuration can greatly affect the form of the fraqment mass 

spectra. 

According to our calculations ^Л^,> > J,, therefore, wnen an 

arbitrary nuclean Is removed, production of more than three 

fragments is possible, in principle, fhe real fragment spectrum Is 

canaltloned by removig Doth central and peripheral nucleans. Гп 

estimate the degree of destruction of the nuclei, more accurate 

additional assumptions are needed. 

-i. Nuc 1 ear mul ti f ragmen tat i on 

It is experimental 1 у found rather long ago that the products 

of nuclear reactions at high energles contain the nucleons which 

cannot de attributed to evaporation particles. Traditionally these 

particles are suoposea to De nucl eons-Da»"ti сi pants of the <ast 

stage of the Interaction. In the papers using the phof.oemul si on 

methods the charged particles of this type are named g-particles. 

To describe their yield and destruction of the nucleus one could 

use any model of inelastic nucleus-nucleus i nterac11ons. In this 

paper che Glauber appro- mation is used. 

According to the Glauber approximation, the probabilities of 

••Jfious inelastic processes in Interactions of nuclei A and В at 

*he fixed impact parameter V and the qlven coordinates of the 
1 ..т loons of the nuclei with the mass numbers A and В in the Impact 

l"*r *neter plane ( f frfj *nd (T/jj respectively), are specif ted by 

'liferent terms of the expression expansion Cll.l«t.'J: 
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J*It til ">*J'k 

wnere is the amplitude of elastic NN-scattsrlnqj In the impact 

parameter representation, (he first expansion term 

gives the probaoiiity that only one nucieon in nuclei A and В wl1 J 

be toucnea <. "wounded" ) . The second one (jives the prooaDilitu, that 

one nucleon In nuc i eus A and two nuc 1 eons in nucieus В will be 

t-iQ. 4. Ihe pattern of the nucleus .and its -fragments In the 

impact parameter plane defore and after interaction with 
00 

the Br nucleus. The wounded nuc1 eons are marked by 

crosses. 
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touched, etc. Removal of the "wounded" nucleons naturally leads to 

the destruction Df the nuclei. In Fig. 4 the nuc1eus bef ore 
80 

and after interaction with, the Br nucleus is given as an example. 
ft=3 seen, taking into account the destruction of the percolation 

structure af the nucleus а-fter the fcnocklnq-out of nucleons, one 

can in principle explain the phenomenon o-f muitifragmentation of 

the nuci ei. Unfortunately, the calculations show that the yield of 

the moderate mass fragments is stranqly suppressed. To describe the 

experimental data one has to assume an abnormaliу high degree of 

excitation of the produced fragments. In thi s case the yields of 

light fragments with the masses in the 5-12 a.e.m. region are 

strongly suppressed, it is not a surprise, because it is known that 

the Glau'jer approximation should be supplemented by an additional 

assumption, in paper С13Э it was suggested that every Intranuclear 

collision results in Д-4 additionally knocked nucleons. Since this 

number is close to the value ^Л£,>, W e assumed that in the course of 

the fast stage the wounded nucleon leaves the nucleus together with 

Its nearest neighbours. It considerably improves the results. 

Го take into account the excitation energy of the primary 

"hot" frAgtrtent we introduced the parameter c~ into the model.lt is 

the excitation energy per broken 1 ink. Obviously, the value of 

£ ^$L) snauld be close to the nucleon binding energy. 

4. Choise o-f the с value and description of the experimental data 

Го describe the decay of excited nuclei-fragments we use the 

evaporation-fission model described in paper C14J. The sampling 

of Inelastic reactions according to the expression i4> was carried 

out by the Monte Carlo algorithm in the code DZAGEN CI5J. The 

parameters of the NN elastic amplitude were taken from paper C16J. 
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Fig. 5. Kass yield curves In the reactions p + Ag fat 300 Gev"> 
12 108 

and С + Ag (25.2 GeV) (multiplied by 3). The points 

are the experimental data С17 3. The histograms are our 
•м-

calculations at different values of the parameter £ 

mumDers in the -figure). 

The results obtained by varying the parameter c. are given in 
108 

Fig. 5. The best description of the reaction p + Aq we reached 

at £ =3 MeU is not quite good. At the same time the description o-f 
12 108 64 12 fa4 

the reactions С + rtg, p + Cu and С + Си is quite 

satisfactory (see Fig. ы . We assume that the more correct 

consideration of the nuclear structure and the knack out the 
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Fi9. 6. Mass yield curves In the spa11 ation reactions of Cu 
12 40 

by Л.9 Gev protons ка). 25 GeV С (Ь) and SB GeV Ar 

t o . The histograms are our calculations at £ =3 MeV. 

The points are the experimental data CIS,193. 

nucieons from the nuclei (the cascading of the secondary particles; 

allows great improvement of the results. 

5. Conciusion 

On the whole the percolation appra*ch is a good basis -for the 

description of nuclear multifragmental on. if the percolation 

structure of the nucleus and its destruction in the nuclear 

reaction are taken into account, one can explain the main features 

of the nuclear multi fragmentation process. However, the reactI on 

products strongly depend on the following deexcitation process of 

the primary "hot" fragments. Го describe the muiti fraqmentati on 

process quantitatively, there is a set of ways of the model 

lmprovement, e.g. more speci t i с description of the percolati an 

structure af nuclei and the process ai deexсitation of "hot" 

fragments, taking into account the cascading of the secondary 

particles, etc. It is of great interest to explain the momentum 

spectra of the produced fragment» within the framework of the 

percolation approach. This work is now in progress. 
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